Pontiac transport 1998

Introduced a year before the second-generation Chrysler minivans , the Pontiac Trans Sport and
its counterparts marked an industry shift in the minivan segment towards adopting the form
factor used by Chrysler. While the APV vans had a unique front-wheel drive, transverse-engine
chassis, they did share mechanical commonality with the W platform sedans. For the model
year, Pontiac renamed the Trans Sport the Pontiac Montana , after an exterior trim package
introduced in The Trans Sport and its siblings were created by General Motors to compete with
the Chrysler minivans and followed the Chevrolet Astro and GMC Safari, which had used a
body-on-frame , rear wheel drive truck platform. In accordance with those brands' images, the
Trans Sport was targeted at sport- and style-oriented buyers, while the Lumina and Silhouette
targeted the value and premium markets respectively. A Trans Sport concept was first
presented in , with futuristic styling, gullwing doors, a built-in Nintendo Entertainment System ,
and a glass roof. The concept was well-received, and a production Trans Sport was approved in
Most of the concept's more salient features were not translated to the production model. The
Trans Sport, along with the Lumina APV and Silhouette, rode on the U-body platform and was
constructed from a galvanized steel space frame , featuring dent and rust resistant polymer
plastic body panels on the side and a galvanized steel roof. The Trans Sport had three seating
options: five-seat three removable bucket seats in the second row ; seven-seat adding two
removable bucket seats in a third row and six-seat configuration, with two bucket seats per row.
Air suspension was offered as an option. The Trans Sport featured the first powered sliding side
door in a production vehicle; this was initially intended to debut in , but was pushed back due to
technological difficulties. The Trans Sport also added a driver's-side airbag in For model years
and , traction control was optional with the engine, and became standard in with the 3. A focal
point of the U-body minivans at the time of their release was their styling. The Chrysler
minivans with which they competed had more traditional, conservative styling cues, and GM felt
that there existed an untapped market for a sport-styled van. This styling was received
negatively by automotive critics, and the vans came to be called "dustbusters" colloquially,
after the handheld vacuum cleaner of the same name. Moreover, the unusually long and harshly
sloped windshield, and resultant long distance to the windshield's base from the driver's
position, made the vehicles disconcerting to drive for someone without prior experience.
Thanks to these criticisms, as well as mediocre sales and mockery in Chrysler advertisements,
the Trans Sport and Lumina APV were facelifted in The nose was shortened by 3 inches, some
cladding was removed, and the interior dashboard received a ridge to lessen the perceived
distance to the windshield's base. The European market did not receive this facelift, as the vans'
initial styling had not been negatively received there. For model years and after, the European
Trans Sport became an Oldsmobile Silhouette which had not been facelifted in the U. At launch,
the Trans Sport's 3. This was rectified in the model year, with a 3. In , a 1. For the European
market, the first-generation Pontiac Trans Sport went through a few design changes. The export
version from to was same as US-market version aside from export taillamps with separate rear
amber turn signal indicators. The headlamps for export version from to were four capsule
headlamps H low beam and H high beam. For and , the headlamps were changed to the
form-fitting version Guide T84 export headlamps , same in form as the US-market version
except for the glass lens, different diffusing lens patterns, and bulb type H7 low beam and H1
high beam. The front turn signal indicators are fully in amber color, and side turn signal
repeaters are installed. The headlight washers from to were four smaller dome-shaped jets
positioned in front of each low and high beams. When North American Pontiac Trans Sport
received a mid-cycle refresh with new front design in , the low sales volume did not justify
expense of recertifying the new front design and headlamps. The headlight washers were
redesigned to two single wedge sticks. Pontiac Trans Sport for the European market had two
engine and one transmission options that were never offered in the North American version: 2.
Chevrolet version had higher equipment level as standard than Sintra from Opel and Vauxhall.
In the model year, the Trans Sport and its siblings got their first major redesign, ditching the
one-of-a-kind construction and look to create a more conservative, conventional minivan. Gone
were spaceframes, plastic body panels, and sleek styling. During the development of this
generation of the U-body minivan, General Motors extensively benchmarked [ citation needed ]
the then current Chrysler minivans. The resultant vehicles more closely resembled the
immensely successful trio; However, Chrysler would launch a completely redesigned minivan
line a year before GM. The last model year for the Trans Sport was in the U. In all cases, the
European-market vans used different front, side and rear lighting equipment , different seat
belts and sundry other safety items, to comply with ECE regulations which differ from US safety
standards. These models were discontinued between and , depending on the market. Despite
limited sales in most of Europe, the vehicle was particularly successful in Sweden - where it
was the best selling minivan for a while. While production ended in , European stock lasted until

For the and model year in Canada , along with the roll out of this new generation of minivans,
the Pontiac Trans Sport Montana was debuted, which had special cladding and wheels intended
to give it a more rugged SUV-like appearance. In the model year in Canada , the name "Trans
Sport" was dropped due to the popularity of the "Montana" appearance package. From
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drive. Doraville, Georgia , United States. Wikimedia Commons has media related to Pontiac
Trans Sport. The difference is like night and day. Pontiac's current Trans Sport is so much
better than the previous version that there is really no comparison. So forget about the
bullet-nosed, plastic-bodied, Dustbuster Trans Sport of yesteryear. Pontiac is rewriting
Chrysler's book on minivans. How so? For starters, the Trans Sport features a standard 3.
That's identical to what Chrysler offers with its top-of-the-line optional motor. Available, just like
on the Chrysler vans, is a driver's-side sliding door. Buyers needing eight-passenger seating
can select the Trans Sport, the only minivan on the market offering this configuration. Chrysler
vans feature roll-away bench seats, but they're heavy suckers to unload. The Trans Sport can
be equipped with modular seats that weigh just 38 pounds each and are relatively easy to
remove. This is one safe van, on paper. Traction control is optional, while dual airbags and
anti-lock brakes are standard. For , side airbags are also part of the standard equipment list.
Daytime running lights operate the parking lamps rather than the headlights. If GM provided a
similar arrangement on all DRL-equipped models, we bet the negative criticism for them
wouldn't be nearly as severe or widespread. The new Trans Sport meets current side impact
standards, too. Be warned, however, that the Trans Sport fared very poorly in offset crash
testing conducted by the Insurance Institute for Highway Safety, but performed rather well
during federal head-on crash runs. There are no federal standards governing offset
crashworthiness. The sliding door on the right side of the van can be equipped to open
automatically with the push of a button. The ventilation system features a replaceable pollen
filter, which is good news for allergy sufferers. Optional rear audio controls allow rear
passengers to listen to a CD, cassette or stereo via headphones while front passengers listen to
their choice of any of the three mediums simultaneously. Around town, the Trans Sport feels
downright spunky, with good throttle response and car-like handling. Braking is excellent for a
4,pound vehicle. Visibility is uncompromised, thanks in part to the huge exterior mirrors that
effectively eliminate blind spots. Front seats are quite comfortable, and most controls are easy
to see and use. If it weren't for the expansive windshield and high driving position, drivers
might not realize the Trans Sport was a van. Pontiac is pushing the Montana package, making
Trans Sports thus equipped the focal point of the lineup. Product planners claim that the
Montana bridges the gap between sport-utility and minivan. Ummm, we don't think so. It takes
more than body-cladding, white-letter tires, alloy wheels, fog lights and traction control to
match an SUV when it comes to capability. Heck, the press kit conveniently left out ground
clearance in the specification table. Image is another matter, and the Montana does blur the line
between minivan and sport-utility in terms of styling, but nobody will mistake this Pontiac for a
Jeep Grand Cherokee. Sounds good though, for a minivan. There are problems, however. Chief
among them are seriously uncomfortable modular seats that provide little in the way of thigh
and leg support. When sitting in one of the rear chairs, adult passengers will grow cranky
quickly. The automatic sliding door is designed to reverse direction when it determines that an
object is blocking its closure path. Be warned: the door doesn't behave like an elevator door. It
can almost knock unsuspecting adults over before reversing. Teach children that they are
strong enough to push the door back, and not to be afraid of getting squished if the door
doesn't stop immediately. Other flaws include difficult-to-reach center console storage, lack of a
power lock switch in the cargo area and excessive amounts of cheap-looking plastic inside.

Basically, we like the Trans Sport for its standard and optional features, combined with a
pleasantly surprising fun-to-drive demeanor. So long as adult passengers drive or call shotgun,
Pontiac's people mover makes perfect sense. Overall the Montana is a very nice van. We bought
it used, 2 years, with miles in great condition. I really like the van. We love all the electronic
gadgets but have had numerous 'little' problems with several of them. Owned my 98 for 4 years.
Traded it in with 55, miles. Engine coolant leaked and brakes were squealing. When I stop to
restart the car and clear the lights, the wheels "lock up" and it will not move. Had to have it
towed twice. Did the same thing and the wheels lock up. Anyone else have this problem,
because my mechanics cannot figure out why. They are replacing components but not sure of
the cause. Purchased at 73, miles, currently , miles. Second time intake gasket leaking. Outside
temp display works only if I bang on it. Lights on steering wheel controls don't work. Lots of
rattling noise in rear. Load leveler stopped working after hitting a bump in road. Rear brakes
lock up when adjusted. Just ready to walk away from this van! Write a review. See all 37
reviews. Consumer ratings and reviews are also available for the Pontiac Trans Sport and all its
trim types. Overall, Edmunds users rate the Trans Sport 3. Edmunds consumer reviews allow
users to sift through aggregated consumer reviews to understand what other drivers are saying
about any vehicle in our database. Detailed rating breakdowns including performance, comfort,
value, interior, exterior design, build quality, and reliability are available as well to provide
shoppers with a comprehensive understanding of why customers like the Trans Sport.
Edmunds experts have compiled a robust series of ratings and reviews for the Pontiac Trans
Sport and all model years in our database. Our rich content includes expert reviews and
recommendations for the Trans Sport featuring deep dives into trim levels and features,
performance, mpg, safety, interior, and driving. Edmunds also offers expert ratings, road test
and performance data, long-term road tests, first-drive reviews, video reviews and more. This
review was written by a member of Edmunds' editorial team of expert car reviewers. Our team
drives every car you can buy. We put the vehicles through rigorous testing, evaluating how they
drive and comparing them in detail to their competitors. We're also regular people like you, so
we pay attention to all the different ways people use their cars every day. We want to know if
there's enough room for our families and our weekend gear and whether or not our favorite
drink fits in the cupholder. Our editors want to help you make the best decision on a car that fits
your life. Simply research the type of car you're interested in and then select a car from our
massive database to find cheap vehicles for sale near you. Once you have identified a used
vehicle you're interested in, check the AutoCheck vehicle history reports, read dealer reviews,
and find out what other owners paid for the Pontiac Trans Sport. Edmunds has deep data on
over 6 million new, used, and certified pre-owned vehicles, including rich, trim-level features
and specs information like: MSRP, average price paid, warranty information basic, drivetrain,
and maintenance , features upholstery, bluetooth, navigation, heated seating, cooled seating,
cruise control, parking assistance, keyless ignition, satellite radio, folding rears seats ,run flat
tires, wheel type, tire size, wheel tire, sunroof, etc. Edmunds also provides tools to allow
shopper to compare vehicles to similar models of their choosing by warranty, interior features,
exterior features, specifications, fuel economy, vehicle dimensions, consumer rating, edmunds
rating, and color. Is it better to lease or buy a car? Ask most people and they'll probably tell you
that car buying is the way to go. And from a financial perspective, it's true, provided you're
willing to make higher monthly payments, pay off the loan in full and keep the car for a few
years. Leasing, on the other hand, can be a less expensive option on a month-to-month basis.
It's also good if you're someone who likes to drive a new car every three years or so. Popular
searches. My notifications My Account. Home Pontiac Pontiac Trans Sport. Review Features
Save. View Photos. Appraise this car. Standard side airbags. Optional traction control. Powerful
V-6 engine. Montana's SUV-like styling camoflauges Mom-mobile. Power sliding right-side door.
Uncomfortable rear seats. Other years. List Price Estimate. ZIP Code. See all for sale.
Short-wheelbase models get the dual sliding doors and power-sliding door options. Side-impact
airbags are standard, and a white two-tone paint job is new. Second-generation airbags are
standard for front-seat occupants. Sponsored cars related to the Trans Sport. Most helpful
consumer reviews 4. The Edmunds experts tested the Trans Sport both on the road and at the
track. And then there's safety and reliability. Learn more. To determine whether the Pontiac
Trans Sport is reliable, read Edmunds' authentic consumer reviews, which come from real
owners and reveal what it's like to live with the Trans Sport. Look for specific complaints that
keep popping up in the reviews, and be sure to compare the Trans Sport's average consumer
rating to that of competing vehicles. There's a lot to consider if you're wondering whether the
Pontiac Trans Sport is a good car. Safety scores, fuel economy, cargo capacity and feature
availability should all be factors in determining whether the Trans Sport is a good car for you.
Check back soon for the official Edmunds Rating from our expert testing team Learn more.

Other versions include: Learn more. If you're interested in the Pontiac Trans Sport, the next
question is, which Trans Sport model is right for you? What do people think of the Pontiac
Trans Sport? Edmunds Expert Reviews Edmunds experts have compiled a robust series of
ratings and reviews for the Pontiac Trans Sport and all model years in our database. Our Review
Process This review was written by a member of Edmunds' editorial team of expert car
reviewers. What's a good price for a New Pontiac Trans Sport? Which Pontiac Trans Sports are
available in my area? Can't find a new Pontiac Trans Sports you want in your area? Consider a
broader search. Why trust Edmunds? Should I lease or buy a Pontiac Trans Sport? Check out
Pontiac lease specials. Sign Up. Make Model Year. Vehicle History. Vehicle Listing Details. This
vehicle ran when it came in, but now itneeds work ABS module, no power steering, harmonic
balancer problem, needs front brakes, fuel leak around tank. Come check it out and save BIG on
cheap wheels or part itout for more money. The vehicle identified is inoperable or
otherwisecannot be tested for emissions. After youfix it, then it can be tested. It looks like the
only vehicles matching your search at this time are over miles away. Consider expanding your
search or save this search to get notified when matching inventory is available. Popular
searches. My notifications My Account. Save Search. Enter your ZIP code to show only relevant
vehicles for sale nearby. Search radius. Home delivery available. Only show local listings. Year
s. Trim Montana 1. Engine Details Transmission Automatic 1. Engine Type Gas 1. Drivetrain
Front Wheel Drive 1. Cylinders 6 cylinders 1. Fuel Economy. Vehicle Listing Details Recently
added listings. Listings with recent price drops. Not provided. No accidents. Showing 1 - 1 out
of 1 listings. Overall Consumer Rating. Overall the Montana is a very nice van. We bought it
used, 2 years, with miles in great condition. I really like the van. We love all the electronic
gadgets but have had numerous 'little' problems with several of them. Read more. Read less.
Sign Up. After over a year of ownership, I have had a pleasant experience. It is spacious,
comfortable, has lots of bells and whistles, and looks pretty nice for an eleven year old minivan.
Acceleration and braking are adequate and it handles fairly well for a minivan. Repairs can get
expensive however, especially if the car was not well cared for. I have spent nearly one
thousand dollars in the last twelve months alone. Most of the repairs were not entirely
mandatory for the cars drivability, however, and could have been left out. I enjoy the car's
exterior and interior styling, even at eleven years old. The car seats seven including the driver
and the second and third row seats can be adjusted and removed for utility. My car is equipped
with the leather seats and they are very comfortable. The gas mileage is 17 city, 25 highway and
the gas tank volume is a whopping 25 gallons! With lots of city driving, gas costs can be
expensive, but with a 25 gallon capacity, this van is the king of road trips. Equipped models
even have a built-in air compressor in the back for rafts, inner tubes, flat tires, etc. Overall, I
think it's a good car and I might even say its fun to drive for a minivan. Just take good care of it
and it will take good care of you. Hope this little review helps! Pros: Lots of space, good
looking, lots of stuff, and super comfy. Cons: If not taken care of, repares can be numorous and
expensive. Lower purchace price than foreign made vans. Great features, such as 5 doors.
Power sliding door on passenger side. Power rear windows for fresh air even when raining.
Drivers information center fuel Read More. For a minivan, this thing is not only surprisingly
powerful, it's also quite fuel efficient. I actually get better mileage on it than anything I've seen
brand new comparable in size. I have the 3. This vehicle has required limited maintenance
above the normal oil change, tire rotation and suggested maintenace. We have over , miles on it
and have taken in on numerous road trips. Love tha It is a minivan and it carries a lot of people.
It looks like a spaceship and isn't the most appealing vehicle on the road but it sure is reliable
and can keep on chuggin for miles and miles. It is Performance- not the best accel. It's a
minivan. Need i say more? Commonly reffered to as the Space Shuttle, it drives like a bus.
Actually, i'm pretty sure a bus is faster. I'm thinking of changing the name on the side from tran
This van's survived 16 years of beatings and it's still kickin' strong. One great van; not the
prettiest thing to look at, but still a great ride. Never a problem. Minor issue that i would expect
for this old of a car. Back in the day, this car was cool looking, but in retrospect, looks like an
old Nike sneaker. Despite it's 'cool-back-in-the-day' look, it was built very cheesily. All plastic
body panels made for a Have you driven a Pontiac Trans Sport? Rank This Car. User Reviews.
Displaying all Pontiac Trans Sport reviews reviews. Andy writes:. Is this helpful? Yes No. Tony
writes:. Pros: Lots of space. Cons: Cost of repair. Reviews From Other Years. Read all Pontiac
Trans Sport reviews. Read all 3 Pontiac Trans Sport reviews. Read all 4 Pontiac Trans Sport
reviews. Cars compared to Pontiac Trans Sport. Related Models For Sale. Other Years. Used
Cars for Sale. Select Year Pros: Lots of space Cons: Cost of repair 7 of 7 people found this
review helpful. Refine your search. Trans Am Formula 38 3. Automatic 52 Manual Coupe 86
Convertible 3. Gasoline Sport Cars Popular Similar Cars. Trans Am. Refine search. Major
changes included a new hood and front fascia with dual intakes, retracting quad halogen

headlights, circular turn signal and fog lamps, a front license plate pocket, lower fender air
vents, unified-style lower door raised lettering for each trim level, and a new "honeycomb" rear
light panel, with circular reverse lamps. This is the slipperiest Firebird design ever, and so it's
only fitting that this coupe wears a slick black that could look wet even in a desert. Google Ads.
To be offered at auction without reserve at auctions america's auburn fall event, august ,
Chassis no. This is a very nice 98 Trans Am, looks great, and all options work exceptsteering
wheel radio controls because of the Navigation, CD, USB, card reader,radio. Air Conditioning.
Trans Am Blue 5. It has the powerful LS1 V-8 engine and 6 speed manual transmission both of
which are in great condition. The steering wheel is a little to the left, i was told whenthey aligned
it the didn't keep the wheel straight, it goes down the roadstraight and true though. All vehicles
go through a rigorous point MD inspection process. All information was based off a VIN search.
Featuring nearly every factory option available, this is a fantastic driving auto. If is powered by
the all aluminum LS-1 5. Unquestionably, the LS1 resonates the mellower sound thanks to
larger mufflers and pipes welded up from 2. It displays the distinctive Pontiac styled front with
the aggressive sport appearance. The pop-up quad headlights and fog lights round out the front
styling. The distinctive honeycomb pattern taillights and T-top roof round out the stunning
bright red exterior. The improvements to the Firebird go beyond the engine bay and exterior.
The suspension features performance engineering with re-valved shocks resulting in
significantly improved ride quality. More than respectable in the stopping lane, the Firebird has
a responsive braking system with organic pads and calipers, larger discs, and Bosch anti-lock
electronics. The front discs are The instruments are large and easy to read, while the controls
have a high-quality feel and are conveniently and logically positioned. Fully serviced! Priced to
sell and ready to go!! It is a model ws6, 5. This is an awesome car, full of power, manly vehicle.
All original except for some nice updates: updated knn air intake assembly, deluxe exhaust
system, stereo with optional amp and subwoofer. It has been service, with a new battery. Call
scott with questions This vehicle has been pampered by the previous owner, and it shows.
Great looking power top, power leather seats, traction control system, automatic transmission.
So it is easy to make an educated, hassle -free purchase from us. Anthony, ID 3 years ksl.
Anthony, ID St. Anthony, ID 3 years at ksl. This is a vehicle with only 66k miles, this vehicle has
been babied its entire life. It has the ws6 performance package and t-tops! It is immaculate
inside and out! No dings, scatches, and every component works! There are two sets of wheels
and tires that come with this vehicle do not miss the vehicle! A redline auto is committed to
bringing a premium product and premium experience with out the premium price! A redline auto
is located on eureka ter on the west side of manhattan, ks. Length;e--; if t[e]. Replacechild
document. Model ws6, 5. This is an awesome, full-of-power, great looking vehicle. All original
except: updated knn air intake assembly, updated, deluxe exhaust system, stereo with optional
amp and subwoofer. Lots of custom work!!! The customer always comes first. All vehicles go
through a rigorous point md inspection process. All information was based off a vin search.
Cherry red firebird with an immaculate, flawless full restoration. Lt-1 v8 engine runs perfectly.
Chrome alloy wheels with new firestone tires. Paint job and interior are perfect. Car drives and
runs like a beast. Don't miss out on this pontiac firebird trans am! It comes with anti-lock brakes
for an even better ride. It comes with a 5. Stay safe with this 2 dr hatchback's 4 out of 5 star
crash test rating. With a sharp black exterior and a gray interior, this vehicle is a top pick. Speed
things up with the rear spoiler on this 2 dr hatchback. Don't sit on this decision for long
Anti-lock Brakes. If interested please call or text.. This vehicle was an impound. Originally
purchased it brand new! Looks and drives as if she is still brand new as well! Has never been
damaged since owned plus has always been fully serviced and is in such a top-notch mint
condition both within and out as well! Has only been summer driven since purchased! Driven
only for a distance of kilometers a year! The asking price is also negotiable! This is a must see
coupe and everything within works well currently located in pierrefonds qc. Serious inquiries
only. Stock number: au. New price! Odometer is miles below market average! It's simple, we
wont be beat on price! Trans am blue 5. Gateway automotive - excellence beyond expectation!
We proudly serve fargo, grand forks, moorhead, dilworth, glyndon, jamestown, valley city,
bismarck, wahpeton, lisbon, casselton, sioux falls, barnesville, rothsay, detroit lakes, greater
minneapolis area, north dakota. Model ws6. This is a terrific, full of power, manly-type vehicle.
All original except updated k
cello parts diagram
online pontiac repair manuals
p0353 ford expedition
nn air intake assembly. Updated, deluxe exhaust system, stereo with optional amp and
subwoofer. All serviced, new battery, call scott with Usthis is a extremely sharp and very well

cared for firebird trans am! It has very low mileage for the year, with only 82, miles. It has the
removable glass t-tops, chrome factory trans am wheels, fog lights, the pop up headlights work
great, rear spoiler, keyless entry, power windows, locks, cruise, tilt, ice cold air, premium sound
system with cd, dual airbags, abs and much more! The body and interior are both in great
shape. There is one small spot on the driver seat where the stitching has came loose, but it is
not ripped or torn. All the options work great! This car has the lt1 engine and this car gets up
and goes. It drives and handles excellent! These cars are getting harder and harder to find. This
car will sell quick, so call to set up a time to see and drive! Extended warranties available.
Power Windows. Site map Contact Us Privacy Policy.

